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eAppendix. Details Regarding Subject Recruitment, Assessment, Image Acquisition, Image 
Processing, Image Analysis, Model Training and Validation, Methodological Considerations, 
and Assessment of Conversion to Psychosis among CHR Individuals 

PING Study 
 

Data used in the discovery phase of the analysis were obtained from the Pediatric Imaging, Neurocognition 
and Genetics (PING) Study database (http://ping.chd.ucsd.edu/).1 PING was launched in 2009 by the National 
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) and the Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute Of Child Health & Human 
Development (NICHD) as a 2-year project supported by funds from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. 
The primary goal of PING was to create a data resource of highly standardized and carefully curated magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) data, comprehensive genotyping data, and developmental and neuropsychological 
assessments for a large cohort of developing children aged 3 to 21 years. The scientific aim of the project is, by 
openly sharing these data, to amplify the power and productivity of investigations of healthy and disordered 
development in children, and to increase understanding of the origins of variation in neurobehavioral phenotypes. 
For up-to-date information, see http://ping.chd.ucsd.edu/. 
 
PING Participants 
 

Data used for this study were downloaded from the PING Study database (pingstudy.ucsd.edu). The study 
protocols and informed consent forms for PING study were approved by the IRBs of all sites, and all procedures 
comply with the ethical standards of the relevant committees. In the PING database, 1202 typically developing 
children, adolescents, and young adults between 3 to 21 years, without a history of neurological disorder, head 
trauma, preterm birth (less than 36 weeks), psychiatric, and major developmental problem, were recruited and 
scanned with 3T MRI scanners (GE, Siemens, and Phillips) across 10 different sites in the U.S. Participants were 
recruited through local postings and local outreach activities initiated by each participating university. Institutional 
Review Boards of each site approved all experimental and consenting procedures. Consent of participant’s legal 
guardian and assent of the participant were obtained when appropriate. Subjects were screened for history of major 
developmental, psychiatric (i.e., schizophrenia, autism spectrum disorder, bipolar disorder), or neurological 
disorders, brain injury, or other medical conditions that affect development. Individuals who were born prematurely 
(< 36 weeks) or had contraindications for MR studies (such as metallic or electronic implants, claustrophobia, or 
pregnancy) were also excluded from participating. A total of 249 participants were excluded because some of sites’ 
Institutional Review Boards (IRB) restricted release of T1-weighted DICOM files. For these subjects, only 
processed data were available and therefore had to be excluded from this analysis in order to maintain consistency 
with our internal processing methods across all subjects. In this study, a total of 953 participants were included from 
the PING cohort (mean age = 12.52, SD=4.95; 493 males). PING participants were purposely recruited from diverse 
socioeconomic and ethnic backgrounds for the purpose of increasing genetic, neuroanatomical, and behavioral 
variability so as to reflect broad brain and behavior related developmental patterns.1,2 In term of SES as indexed by 
household income, 11% of the participants came from households reporting less than $20,000 income, including 3% 
of the participants reporting less than $5,000. In terms of ethnic background, 21% reported their ethnicity as 
Hispanic or Latino, 0.01% reported as Pacific Islanders, 14% reported as Asian, 16% reported as African American, 
0.04% reported as American Indian, and 69% reported as White Caucasians.  
 
PING MRI Acquisition Protocols  
 

Across 10 sites, 4 different types of scanners were used. Pulse sequence parameters used across (3 T) scanner 
manufacturers (GE, Siemens, and Phillips) and models were optimized for equivalence in contrast properties and 
consistency in image-derived quantitative measures. Acquisition parameters for the T1-weighted scans are described 
below.  

 Siemens MAGNETOM TrioTim (3.0T) MRI Scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions): High-resolution, T1-
weighted scan acquired with 160 1.2-mm slices (256 × 192-mm in-plane resolution; 256-mm field of view).  

 General Electric Discovery 750 3.0T MRI Scanner (General Electric Company): High-resolution, T1-weighted 
scan acquired with 166 1.2-mm slices (256 × 192-mm in-plane resolution; 240-mm field of view).  

 General Electric Sigma HDx (3.0T) MRI Scanner (General Electric Company): High-resolution, T1-weighted 
scan was acquired in 166 1.2-mm slices (256 × 192-mm in-plane resolution; 240-mm field of view.  
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 Phillips Achieva (3.0-T) MRI Scanner (General & Company): High-resolution, T1-weighted scan acquired with 
170 1.2-mm slices (256 × 256-mm in-plane resolution; 240-mm field of view)  

NAPLS2 Participants 
  

Participants were recruited through the NAPLS2 consortium, consisting of eight sites (UCLA, Emory, Beth 
Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Zucker Hillside Hospital, UNC, UCSD, Calgary, Yale) studying the psychosis 
prodrome in North America. The study protocols and informed consent forms for NAPLS2 were approved by the 
IRBs of all sites, and all procedures comply with the ethical standards of the relevant committees. The CHR cases 
met the Criteria of Prodromal Syndromes (COPS) based on the Structured Interview for Prodromal Syndromes 
(SIPS)3 and at the time of the baseline assessment had never met DSM-IV criteria for psychotic disorder as 
determined using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV.4 Healthy control individuals were excluded if they 
met criteria for a psychotic disorder or Cluster A personality disorder, or showed prodromal signs, had a first-degree 
relative with a current or past psychotic disorder, or were on any psychotropic medication. As general criteria, 
individuals with past or current psychotic disorder, estimated IQ<70, a central nervous system disorder, or substance 
dependence were excluded. NAPLS2 subjects aged 22 years and older were excluded from the age prediction 
analyses because no subjects in this age range were available in the discovery dataset (PING); thus, there was no 
opportunity to build a model for estimating age in such individuals. The included subjects were drawn from the 
larger pools of subjects (n=62 converters, n=491 nonconverters, and n=203 controls subjects) with baseline T1-
weighted scans available and 359 subjects did not meet the age criteria (n=21 converters, n=246 nonconverters, and 
n=92 control subjects). 
 
NAPLS2 MRI Acquisition Protocols  
 

Out of eight sites total, five sites operated Siemens scanners and three sites operated GE scanners, all at 3 Tesla. 
Sequence parameters were optimized for each scanner manufacturer, software version and coil configuration 
according to the ADNI protocol (http://adni.loni.ucla.edu/research/protocols/mriprotocols/). 

 Siemens MAGNETOM TrioTim (3.0T) MRI Scanner: All Siemens sites used a 12-channel head coil. High-
resolution, T1-weighted scan was acquired with sagittal plane with a 1mm x 1mm in-plane resolution and 1.2 
mm slice thickness, MPRAGE sequence with a 256 (axial) x 240 (saggital) x 176 (coronal) mm field of view, 
TR/TE/TI52300/2.91/900 ms and a 9 degree flip angle.  

 General Electric (3.0T) MRI Scanner: All GE sites used an 8-channel head coil. High-resolution, T1-weighted 
scan was acquired with IR-SPGR sequence (efgre3d_cs) with a 26 cm field of view, TR/TE/TI57.0/minimum 
full/ 400 ms and an 8 flip angle. 

Adolescents and Young Adults with First Episode Psychosis 
 

As an additional external validation test, adolescents with first episode psychosis (FE) (n=14, 8 males; 
mean age=15.73, SD=1.98) and their matched controls (n = 34, male=16; mean age =18.07, SD=3.4) were recruited 
and evaluated at the UCLA study site.  

Neuroimaging Data Acquisition and Image Processing 
 

High resolution T1-weighted brain images were acquired using 3 T scanners for PING and NAPLS2. 
Sequence parameters for both projects were guided and optimized by the ADNI protocol. Surface based cortical 
reconstruction and subcortical segmentation were performed using the Freesurfer software suite version 5.3 (http:// 
surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/).5-8 Regional parcels for gray matter volume were extracted using a gyral and sulcal 
pattern based Desikan atlas.9  

 
Quality Assurance Procedures 
 

For NAPLS2 and first episode psychosis patients, two high resolution scans were acquired for each subject 
at each assessment, and we chose the scan with better image quality for processing. This process greatly reduced the 
numbers of scans with artifacts and the number of subjects with unusable scans compared to a protocol involving 
only one high resolution sequence per scan session. Quality assurance checks were performed to verify all steps in 
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the processing stream. Briefly, this process included visually inspecting the scans for ghosting artifacts, “fuzzy” gray 
and white matter boundaries intruding into the cortex, and “ringing” artifacts due to motion in the raw images.  For 
post processing quality control, images were excluded based on automated reconstruction for skull strip errors, 
intensity normalization failures, segmentation errors, white and pial surface misplacements, and topological defects. 
Images were viewed in coronal and sagittal view for all processing steps.  Nearly all scans passed quality control 
tests without additional intervention, and there were no differences in the rate of passing quality control checks by 
diagnostic group. For scans with surface inaccuracies, manual edits (i.e., remove, add, or clone voxels; add “Control 
Points”) were applied via tkmedit, FreeSurfer’s volume editing tool. Total of 13 subjects were excluded due to 
failing quality control protocol (n=2 converters, n=9 nonconverters, and n=2 controls subjects). Quality assurance 
procedures for PING data is documented in a prior publication of the PING group.1  

Variable Selection, Model Training and Validation 

We pre-selected a limited number of neuroanatomical measures (Nmeasures=92) to minimize redundant 
information, yet provide comprehensive coverage of the brain. The included measures were: 1) all Desikan regional 
parcels of cortical gray matter volume (both right and left hemisphere); volume measures were used because they 
reflect both cortical thickness and area information and show significant age-related trajectories that vary by region; 
2) subcortical volumes; and 3) global measures including total cortical volume, mean thickness, and total surface 
area by hemisphere and intracranial volume (ICV) for global adjustments. See eTable 1 for complete list of 
predictors. 

Application of machine learning tools and all statistical analyses were performed within the R software 
package, version 3.3.2 (R Core Team). For model training, R package ‘glmnet’ (URL: 
http://www.jstatsoft.org/v33/i01/) was used.10 We used penalized regression with L2 norms (ridge regression), a 
regularized linear approach, to avoid overfitting. This method incorporates a shrinkage penalty (λ) in model fitting 
to substantially reduce the variance of the prediction, at the expense of a slight increase in the bias. In the discovery 
phase, a repeated nested cross-validation (CV) method (10 repetitions X 10 folds each for inner and outer cycle) was 
utilized to search for optimal tuning parameter Lambda (λ) and to derive unbiased estimates of model 
performance.11 For assessing model performance in the discovery phase, estimated age produced by all models 
generated were averaged. The best performing model was determined based on minimizing mean absolute error 
(MAE). For the purpose of assessing generalizability and the possibility of overfitting, the final model was trained 
using the entire PING cohort, with the tuning parameter that was most frequently selected during CV (λ = 2). 

 
Methodological Considerations 
 

Although there are many possible machine learning strategies to consider for building a brain-age model, 
testing and implementing an exhaustive list of approaches is beyond the scope of this study. However, in deciding 
which set of machine learning approaches to implement for the purpose of this study, we considered a-priori that a 
parsimonious model with superior performance in generalizability to external datasets while maintaining 
interpretability as desirable key features. While computational efficiency and interpretability are clear advantages of 
a linear-based machine learning method, we also implemented a non-linear method to ensure that use of parametric 
modeling is not too constraining to explain non-linear trajectories of brain maturational processes over this 
developmental period. Support vector regression with radial basis function kernel (SVR-R) was implemented as a 
non-linear machine learning strategy. 

 
In terms of feature selection, use of vertex-wise data was also considered to examine whether including 

Desikan parcellation for characterizing regional cortical information is a limiting factor for capturing the full pattern 
of age-related variance. In order to reduce high-dimensionality of the vertex-wise data, the brain surface 
representing cortical volume at each vertex was decimated (down-sampled from 163842 to 642 vertices) per 
hemisphere and smoothed with 10-mm Gaussian kernel. Consistent with the main methods, subcortical volumes and 
global brain measures (total surface area, mean thickness, cortex volume by hemisphere, and ICV) were also 
included in both ROI-based and vertex-wise set of predictors. Pre-processing steps were identical with the main 
method described in this study. Bias adjustment (eFigure 2) was not applied to fairly compare the results. 
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 Desikan ROI-based (92 predictors) Vertex-wise (1308 predictors) 
Internal CV 

PING 
n=953 

External Validation 
NAPLS2 HC 

n=109 

Internal CV 
PING 
n=953 

External 
Validation 

NAPLS2 HC 
n=109 

MAE(SD) 
R2 

MAE(SD) 
R2 

MAE(SD) 
R2 

MAE(SD) 
R2 

L2 
Regularized 

2.18(1.56) 
0.43 

2.10(1.50) 
0.42 

2.24(1.61) 
0.43 

2.57(1.58) 
0.40 

SVR-R 2.13(1.54) 
0.40 

2.14(1.51) 
0.36 

1.99(1.53) 
0.42 

2.31(1.48) 
0.43 

 

The results of the tests are summarized in the table above. Based on the internal cross-validation results 
within the PING sample, using vertex-wise data and SVR-R method yielded the lowest error term. However, when 
the best performing model for each combined approach was tested on the external validation sample (NAPLS2 HC), 
incorporating atlas derived predictors (Desikan ROIs) with the regularized linear approach outperformed the other 
tested models, albeit by a small margin. This suggests that incorporating all vertices may not be necessary to 
optimally explain age related variance in this age range, probably because each vertex is highly correlated with its 
neighbors. These results are also consistent with the notion that a high-degree of redundant information in the 
predictor set could cause the model to over-fit and negatively impact generalizability. In addition, use of pre-defined 
gyral-based neuroanatomical ROIs (or any other atlas of choice) is preferred over a model that includes all vertex-
wise information for interpretability and parsimony. 

To ensure that that increased brain age gap in younger CHR adolescents is not due to an artifact of using 
the linear method we implemented, we compared the mean absolute error and mean error from the external 
validation test results (NAPLS2 healthy controls) between the younger group (under 17) and the older group (over 
17). As indicated in the table below, the error index with direction preserved (i.e., brain age gap) and absolute error 
between younger (age 17 and under) and older adolescents (over age 17) were not significantly different from each 
other. This result suggests that the age prediction model using a linear approach is not biasing the results as a 
function of age. 

 
Error Index Under Age 17 

Mean (SD) 
Over Age 17 
Mean (SD) 

Significance T-test 
(Under vs Over age 17) 

Absolute BAgap (SD) 1.69(1.34) yr 1.58(1.24) yr P=0.28 

BAgap (SD) 0.63(2.17) yr 0.43(1.98) yr P=0.79 

 
 
Brain Age Classifier Performance 
 

In this study, we successfully reproduced a neuroanatomical based age-prediction model using a typically 
developing cohort2 and externally validated it in an independent sample. The mean absolute error for our age 
prediction model was less than 2 years in both the discovery and external validation datasets, which surpasses 
performance of prior models that were applied to schizophrenia patients. 12,13 The superior performance is likely due 
at least in part to the relatively large sample size of the dataset used in model training, systematic bias adjustment, 
and to a narrower age interval focusing on childhood through early adulthood.  
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Predicting conversion to psychosis using neuroanatomical data. 
 

In the interest of completeness, we also attempted to use baseline T1-MRI data to build a multivariate 
model that predicts conversion to psychosis among the NAPLS2 CHR sample (converters:  n = 71, non-converters: 
n = 436). While building such a prediction algorithm with full consideration of different methodologies is beyond 
the scope of this study, we utilized several methods that are commonly considered as standard for building 
classification models with binary outcome labels. We utilized both ROI and surface-based vertex-wise information 
processed with the Freesurfer software, along with several different pre-processing steps. For the ROI approach, the 
Desikan atlas was used to extract regional thickness, area, and volume information. Global measures, such as 
hemispheric mean thickness, total area, cortex volume and intracranial volume, were included. Automatic 
subcortical segmentation of brain volumes (i.e., ASEG) derived using the Freesurfer software were also included. 
Please see eTable 1 for the full list of the cortical gray matter ROIs and subcortical structures. For the vertex-wise 
approach, the cortical volume measure was decimated from 163842 to 642 vertices per hemisphere and smoothed 
with a 10-mm Gaussian kernel. We did not include vertex-wise surface area or thickness information to avoid the 
high-dimensionality problem and given that volume is a product of area and thickness (thus both features were 
already represented). For all models, we controlled for scanner, age, and sex effects in the pre-processing steps. 
Models with these co-variates were fitted in the healthy control group and then applied to the CHR group to 
compute residuals. For the vertex-wise approach, principal component analysis (PCA) was optionally implemented 
as an attempt to reduce dimensionality and discard redundant information. As an attempt to alleviate the severe class 
imbalance problem (many more non-converters than converters), we also tried applying greater weights to the 
Converter data points (Weighting) to give more emphasis to the minority class in the model training phase. Support 
vector machine(SVM) was implemented. As described in the methods, repeated nested cross-validation (CV) 
method was utilized to search for optimal tuning parameters and to derive unbiased estimates of model performance. 
An external validation sample to test generalizability of prediction of conversion to psychosis was not available to 
us. See below for different strategies utilized in the model training phase and balanced accuracy yielded for each 
approach. 
 
Model 1: Desikan ROI + ASEG + Global Measures 
Model 2: Vertex-wise + ASEG + Global Measures  
Model 3: Vertex-wise + ASEG + Global Measures + PCA  
Model 4: Vertex-wise + ASEG + Global Measures + Weighting 
Model 5: Vertex-wise + ASEG + Global Measures + PCA + Weighting 
 

Model Balanced 
Accuracy 

Model 1 54 
Model 2 53 
Model 3 53* 
Model 4 56* 
Model 5 54* 

*Varying weights or/and differing number of PCA components were considered in the grid-search but generally did 
not improve performance.  
 
The results summarized above are from the discovery phase using the cross-validation method, so it likely that the 
results have benefitted from over-fitting, yet the models perform poorly.  Given that the structural brain changes that 
are related to psychosis onset occur against the backdrop of the gradual gray matter decline that is part of normative 
adolescent brain development, including CHR subjects with wide age variation could create a signal to noise 
problem for this analysis. In addition to this complexity, there is a strong likelihood of heterogeneity in the pathways 
leading to full psychosis among those at CHR; such heterogeneity would work against the accuracy of machine 
learning algorithm trained on conversion, which treats all converters as exemplars of a unitary outcome class.   

 
Additional challenges of building a predictive model for conversion per se include a severe class imbalance problem 
(i.e., the number of converters is substantially smaller than the number of non-converters; such imbalance is a 
notorious problem in machine learning) and lack of external validation sample for testing generalizability of the 
model developed during the learning phase (independent validation is generally considered a requirement for such 
discovery science approaches given their propensity for overfitting models in the discovery dataset).  All of these 
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issues represent significant limitations of machine learning models developed on conversion as the predicted 
endpoint in this context and were part of our rationale for pursuing an approach that more explicitly accounts for 
variation in regards to individual differences in neuromaturation, which could be more sensitive to possible age-
related heterogeneity in anatomical trajectories among future converters. 
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eTable 1. List of Factors for Brain Age Estimation Model. We included all available Desikan atlas based 
regional cortical volume measures, subcortical volume measures, and global brain measures (e.g., mean thickness, 
total surface area, intracranial volume, total cortex volume) by hemisphere as predictors. As part of our strategy to 
avoid the high dimensionality problem and for better generalizability (see discussion in the Supplementary Methods: 
Methodological Considerations), we tried to minimize the number of predictors by including all cortical parcels with 
volumetric indices as a representation of regional morphometric information, as volume is a product of area and 
thickness.  
 
Right and left bankssts volume              
Right and left caudal anterior cingulate volume 
Right and left caudal middle frontal volume 
Right and left cuneus volume      
Right and left entorhinal volume          
Right and left fusiform volume               
Right and left inferior parietal volume 
Right and left inferior temporal volume 
Right and left isthmus cingulate volume         
Right and left lateral occipital volume     
Right and left lateral orbitofrontal volume    
Right and left lingual volume                 
Right and left medial orbitofrontal volume    
Right and left middle temporal volume       
Right and left parahippocampal volume 
Right and left paracentral volume            
Right and left parsopercularis volume         
Right and left parsorbitalis volume           
Right and left parstriangularis volume      
Right and left pericalcarine volume       
Right and left postcentral volume              
Right and left posterior cingulate volume     
Right and left precentral volume              
Right and left precuneus volume                
Right and left rostral anterior cingulate volume 
Right and left rostral middle frontal volume     
Right and left superior frontal volume          
Right and left superior parietal volume      
Right and left superior temporal volume       
Right and left supramarginal volume            
Right and left frontalpole volume            
Right and left temporalpole volume            
Right and left transverse temporal volume       
Right and left insula volume                  
Right and left lateral ventricle             
Right and left cortex volume  
Right and left white surface area              
Right and left mean thickness  
Right and left caudate volume                          
Right and left putamen volume                         
Right and left pallidum volume                       
Right and left hippocampus volume                    
Right and left amygdala volume                       
Right and left accumbens volume  
Right and left thalamus volume  
Third ventricle volume 
Estimated total intracranial volume  
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eTable 2. Top 25 Features for Brain Age Estimation Model Sorted by Absolute Weight 
 

Predictor Weight 

Right Mean Thickness -0.60 

Left Mean Thickness -0.51 

Right Hippocampus 0.47 

Left Hippocampus 0.40 

Left Amygdala 0.39 

Left Isthmus Cingulate Volume -0.38 

Right Surface Area 0.34 

Left Surface Area 0.33 

Left Precentral Volume 0.32 

Left Precuneus Volume -0.32 

Total Intracranial Volume 0.31 

Right Insula Volume 0.28 

Left Posterior Cingulate Volume -0.28 

Right Rostral Middle Frontal Volume -0.27 

Right Precentral Volume 0.26 

Right Amygdala 0.26 

Left Frontalpole Volume -0.25 

Right Inferior Parietal Volume -0.25 

Right Temporalpole Volume 0.24 

Left Inferior Parietal Volume -0.24 

Right Lateral Ventricle 0.24 

Right Lateral Orbitofrontal Volume -0.22 

Right Frontalpole Volume -0.22 

Right Isthmus Cingulate Volume -0.22 

Right Post Cingulate Volume -0.22 
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eTable 3. Clinical Symptoms and IQ Differences Between Younger and Older CHR Individuals. 
Age-related differences at a behavioral level were examined between younger (under age 17) and older (over age 
17) CHR cases at the time of ascertainment. Compared with the younger group, the older group had a higher average 
IQ estimate by 6 points (estimated by Wecheler Abbreviated Scale of intelligence), but in both groups, mean scores 
were within the average range. There were no significant differences between the two groups in terms of clinical 
symptoms and global assessment of functioning (GAF) measures assessed at baseline. However, there could be 
potential differences between younger and older subjects in their route to ascertainment, and there may be potential 
implications of those differences for their symptoms and developmental trajectories.  Parents are more often the 
route to referral for minors, whereas older CHR participants are more likely to be self-referred.    
 
Baseline Data CHR cases Under 12~17 CHR cases Over 18~21 t-test 

(Two-tailed) 
 Mean S.D Mean S.D P-value 
GAF  49.33 11.0 48.4 11.2 P = 0.49 
SOPS Positive 11.36 3.57 12.47 3.48 P = 0.078 
SOPS Negative 11.49 5.87 12.36 6.43 P = 0.17 

SOPS 
Disorganization 

5.00 3.06 5.58 3.43 P = 0.48 

SOPS General 8.85 4.34 9.35 4.22 P = 0.26 
WASI IQ 102.41 15.32 109.01 14.17 P < 0.001 
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eFigure 1. Adjusting for Scanner Related Offsets. We adjusted for scanner related noise using a linear 
mixed effects model. We assumed that the effects of age and sex are fixed for all subjects and assigned scanner as a 
random variable with a random intercept in the regression of age on each neuroanatomical measure. After fitting the 
mixed effects model, parameters fitted for each scanner as a random intercept were used to adjust for the offset per 
predictor prior to model training. Then the adjusted predictors were used for age prediction model training. For 
example, mean cortical thickness as a function of age is plotted for both raw PING data (left) and after adjusting for 
scanner offsets (right). The solid lines represent (least-squares) linear fits and colors correspond to the different 
scanners used. 
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eFigure 2. Bias Adjustment and Generalization. In the internal cross-validation (CV) phase within the 
PING sample, we detected a systematic bias towards the upper (under estimation) and lower (over estimation) ends 
as a function of chronological age. With further analysis, this was found to be due primarily to ceiling effects at the 
upper and lower end of the training samples’ age range. In order to directly compare brain age gap scores across the 
entire age range without these biases, we quantified the bias as a function of chronological age for each CV iteration 
using a linear regression model and applied the fitted parameters to adjust for the bias in the hold-out PING sample. 
(Upper left) shows scatter plot for the PING CV results and statistics before adjustment. Brain age gap by 
chronological age is plotted in the bottom right corner to visualize the bias. (Upper right) displays scatter plot of 
PING CV results after correcting for the bias.  After correction, the model performance statistics are significantly 
improved and the bias is uniform and centered around zero as shown in the brain age gap by chronological age plot 
in the lower right corner. Then, the regression model that estimated the bias by chronological age within the PING 
sample was applied to the NAPLS sample to assess generalizability of the bias correction implemented; this is to 
rule out the possibility that the bias is sample specific. (Lower left) We confirmed that the bias adjustment model 
generalizes to the independent sample (e.g., NAPLS2 Healthy control group). Estimated brain age is plotted as a 
function of chronological age for NAPLS2 healthy controls without the bias adjustment. The brain age gap by age 
plot shows similar over/underestimation pattern as we observed in the PING CV results before the adjustment. 
(Lower right) Applying the bias adjustment model from PING to NAPLS2 improves model performance and also 
makes the systematic bias uniform across the entire age range, as shown in the lower right corner plot. Colors 
correspond to different scanners used. Linear model fitted line (solid line) is shown with 95% prediction intervals 
(dashed line). Right lower corner plots show fitted line with 95% confidence interval (gray shaded area). Since 
chronological age information is required for deriving the bias adjustment parameter, the statistics for model 
performance no longer reflect the true performance of age estimation per se, if this correction method is applied. 
However, since we were mainly interested in comparing the discrepancy between predicted age and chronological 
age across all age range by clinical groups, and not in the true performance of estimating chronological age, 
application of this bias adjustment method was acceptable and necessary. We also considered narrowing the age 
range by excluding subjects below age 7 in the training sample. However, in a separate series of tests, narrowing the 
age range in this way induced greater bias in the upper and lower ends of the age continuum due to ceiling effects. 
Therefore, we kept the younger sample in the training model to optimize model performance and minimize error. As 
discussed in eMethods: Methological Considerations, additional tests confirmed that the brain age model is not 
biasing the results as a function of age. 
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eFigure 3. Age at Baseline and Psychosis Onset Among Converters. The mean age at BL evaluation 
for younger CHR-C adolescent group (age 17 and under) was 15.71 years (SD: 1.52). The mean age at conversion to 
full psychosis for this group was 16.36 years (SD: 1.71). In contrast, the mean age at the time of BL evaluation 
among the older CHR-C subjects (between the ages of 18 and 21 years) was 19.45 years (SD: 3.40) with mean age 
of conversion at 22.18 years (SD: 2.93). The age at conversion for the younger adolescent group was significantly 
lower than that of the older group (P < 0.0001). The mean number of days from baseline evaluation to conversion in 
CHR individuals was 308. The scatter plot below shows brain age gap plotted by age at conversion, with colors 
corresponding to the age group assigned at baseline. Earlier age at conversion was significantly associated with 
larger brain age gap (P < 0.05). A reliable measure for the age of prodromal symptom onset was not available to us, 
which is a limitation of this study. Therefore, we encourage future investigators to ascertain reliable age estimate for 
prodromal symptom onset and attempt treating age as a moderator (instead of treating it as a nuisance variable) to 
confirm whether younger age of prodromal symptom onset cases present a different pattern of neuroanatomical 
deficit compared with those with an older age at onset of prodromal symptoms. 
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eFigure 4. Brain Age Gap as an Estimator of Conversion to Psychosis. (Left) Box plots for brain 
age gap between CHR-C and CHR-NC. (Right) Area under the curve (AUC) was computed with receiver operating 
characteristic (ROC) analysis to estimate classification accuracy between CHR-C and CHR-NC using BAgap as a 
sole predictor. Permutation test was applied to test significance (5000 iterations). 
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eFigure 5. Antipsychotic Medication Exposure. Bar plots are presented with mean BAgap by antipsychotic 
(AP) medication exposure status for each diagnostic group among younger (Left) and older group (Right) as noted. 
Group differences of BAgap by each diagnostic group were not explained by antipsychotic medication exposure for 
both younger and older age group (Ps > 0.10). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals 
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eFigure 6. GAF Analysis with Non-Converters Only. CHR converters to psychosis among cases 12-17 
were disproportionately represented among those in the overestimated brain age group (none of the converters was 
within the under-estimated group). Similar to the main analysis, when MAE of brain age performance was applied 
as a threshold in younger CHR adolescent group, with CHR-C cases excluded from the analysis, both Expected and 
Overestimated BAgap group showed significantly improved GAF scores at FU (Expected: 10.21 points, P < 0.001, 
Overestimated: 8.8 points, P = 0.008), but not in the Underestimated BAgap group (7.4 points, P = 0.15). The 
overestimated group showed significantly less mean improvement than the expected group at follow-up (6.8 points, 
P < 0.05). **P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001, corrected.  
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